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PLANNING AND DEVELOPING PROJECT PROPOSALS

FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

As a result of Congressional action in 1963 and again in 1968,

research and development activities in occupational education have been

evaluated to equal status with administrative, instructional, and teacher

education activities. The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968

(PL 90-576) not only encouraged research and development, but also

authorized substantial appropriations for such activities as comprehensive

training in research, program planning for students with special needs of

various types, innovative programs for preparing youth for work, planning

and implementation of exemplary programs, curriculum development activities,

research projects, and dissemination of findings from research and/or

innovative programs.

Never before have occupational educators had such opportunities for

creative planning. Never before have occupational educators been faced with

such a challenge to depart frorL traditional approaches and to seek effective

ways of providing occupational education for all types of students, Already

there is ample evidence that occupational educators at all levels welcome

this challenge as an opportunity to seek solutions to some old problems and

to test new ideas.

This new challenge haF created for local educators the need for a type

of competence once reserved primarily for researchers. Funding agencies

must tcoh to the pkoposa2s submitted 4ek evidence that the appticaat agency

haA the capabiZities on cam.yiag out a plopozed project and coakibuting to

the Paheteuice educational ttchiletogy. It is essential, then, that any
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proposal for a project be developed with the utmost care. A good idea caki

ea,say be .icst in the corvetitive 60,,L Ae6m1ch and deve,e4ment

4ui:c16 it is pkopo6ed ,6n a cbcuyient which ins pookiy wkitten ek the

p/topozat is tined upon inadequate planning.

There are no gua/tanteed methods bon obtaining nueakch and development

6und6. The pkobabitity as a Kavokable neviex oK -the pkopo4at can be gkeatty

iacAea,sed, howeven, by 6oRcxing celttain pAocedunea in Alarming the piLoject

and wkiting the proposal.

Research projects vary from relatively simple procedures carried out

by a teacher in his classroom to sophisticated procedures which require a

high degree of research competence and a sizable staff. Developmental

projects also vary greatly In size and complexity. Both approaches start

with a problem or an idea. Both require a sequence of essential steps for

"thinking through" the problem and determining a rational course of action.

Thkough thL6 togicat Akoce44 o4 studying a pAobtem c(nd con.6ideting

atteAnative 4aution4, the problem jtzet4 emerges with danity, pkceedtute6

OJA obtaining the daiAed in6mmation are edacted, and methods

culatyzing the in6okmat;on .so that it can be inte4Aketed iA netaticn to the

ptobtem ate .idea flied, This planning should involve appropriate personnel

at each stage, in order to utilize a wide ranoe of viewpoints and specialized

competencies throughout the planning process.

The local educator who competes for research and development funds in

order to promote effective educational research or development activities

in his agency would do well to select his planning team with care and then

provide ample time for the process described on the following pages.
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TYPES OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROJECTS

The types of projects which are currently being proposed for Federal

funding under occupational research funds include: (1) training programs,

(2) experimental, developmental, or pilot proorams, and (3) research studies.

The type of project to be proposed influences, to some extent, the remaining

stages of the planning process. Project planners need, therefore, to be

aware of the distinguishing characteristics of the various types in order

to make a decision early in the planning process on the type of project to

be developed

rlaiKine pit.::gkcLm4 "should represent a new dimension in the preparation

of vocational and technical educators,' according to Coster (1966, p.6).

The training program should be truly innovative, rather than merely a modifi-

cation of an existing program. The plan for a training program should em-

phasize content, present a rationale which supports the appropriateness of

such content, show hcw the content is to be organized, and adequately re-

flect its distinctive or unique features

Expem.meyitat. cuid r)-.,,0a71-.) may be designed for

a school or for individuals, depending upon tne type of problem An ex-

perimental program requires the planning of procedures in considerable detail,

with provision made for revisions in the program of activities during im-

plementation if it appears advisable. A developmental program usually has as

its primary objective the development of instructional materials, a new

curriculum design, or other products of the processes which make up the plan

of activities, A pilot progral would be planned in great detail, with little

or no provisions for modifications during the implementation phase; based on

principles which have already been subjected to experimental study, its pur-

pose is to demonstrate the effectiveness of certain procedures and practices
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Pe,sea)...ch according to Coster 0966, p.7), , have in

common tightness and adequacy of design, adequate delimitation of the scope

of the study, adequate attention to procedures, and the seeptinn of

appropriate methods of analysis and test statistics." Research may br in

any one of several possible forms, such as a historical study, a descriptive

study, a predictive study, an analytical study, or a sample survey.

Any of these types of programs may be innovative, exemplary, or both.

An iaaovative p4.opam o;le ,t4 cha.ya,is.t.eil.ded by Lutq,eams a/A-i

a .nutty neiu .cdez Innovative ideas must be developed into some kind of

action plan, tried, and evaluated. Exempta4y by de.5tn,,-;:4,.i pulta.6A

Riot pAngkari.!--modet ;:kogkoiri6 Acch cad sRA-,.)e a's a cata.eyst bz.02;,4g

about the aduptcm o6 tneed and .tested Cdea,s ,CA ethu_ ed_c:AtiLaa-e

For funding purposes, however, any of the above types of programs may be

viewed as exemplary.

PLANNING THE PROJECT

Any idea or problem can provide the nucleus tor planning a project

The initiator may be an individual or a group, with a common concern or

nterest. In either case, .ti. p.e.a,13 ,J6 a 1y4.2ei_t .n_.A.td be a team e66,1,qt

ka tduch thas peA4cas pcIttcAp,:ct,tag ,61 each stage the ptaa,,kag pr..lpe6,s

pozse,s6 the type cx.mpeteie deeded t tbat tc, Thus, appropriate

utilization of resources requires flexible team structure, with some shifting

of personnel at various stapes of planning_

Each planning stage is characterized by analytical thinking, by

conscientious decision-making in the light of available information, by

selection from a number of alternatives, and by appropriate utilization of

available resources. Decisions should be viewed as tentative, however,

until the planning process has been completed. Each successive stage may
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reveal inadequacies in the previous stage which require reconsiderat,p1 and

revision of some earlier decisions.

It AA bspecy A..5-cvlobte tu cheLa tlyvy au-a

etage agatryst tho,se. c prte,vicu-s Astagm cook;steIcy a,lci :gtcat,

rcg,te..5,3on For example, in attempting to select appropriate procedures

for evaluation of the project, it may become apparent that the objectives

are not sufficiently clear. Or, on checking back it may appear that the

plan of activities is not entirely consistent with the objectives

This backtracking to reuse and clarify the plans made in previous

stages should be viewed as a refinement process, rather tnan as lost effort

The final pl,'n will be improved by such revisions. The planning team, then,

should expect to retrace some steps as a result of checking each state against

all previous stages.

Once the planning process has been carried through to completion, the

minutes of the discussions can be culled for final decisions on each component

of the total plan. The ca4.26at 4equvted tha pl.Yp:Aso/ ciuc,meeit

timec_cArvsucritrig; 4.5 ec::Aumccat tmi de6e/ zuch

wita. 6iFat ciecukuas have beers made lathet thaA Aevtsa, the. plq3c.sa ael

it lic bee.' pitepaAed

The planning phase proceeds through several stages, each requiring

that decisions be reached on certain questions. The stages discussed on

the following pages are: (1) identifying the problem, (2) designing the

project, (3) planning evaluation procedures, and (4) dealing with adminis-

trative details.
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Identifying the Problem

This stage is concerned with certain questions whicn must be answered

before planning can proceed to the next stage. These answers provide the

basis for decisions which set the framework for the remainder of the plannino

phase. The questions to be discussed include toe following:

What is the basic problem?

Hex c.o the publem be nuarrved cl:m1 that -ct cu be dealt ri2.uth

e.66ectivey?

What /nfo.mation is available that is relevant to che problem?

Wnat efforts have others made to deal with this or similar problems?

- What terms must be defined in order to avoid ambiguity and/or
misinterpretation,?

Who should be involve' in this discussion is dependent upon the type

of problem. NuTerous point, of view, perhaps from each level in the or-

ganization, can be valuable in identifying the basic problem. Representatives

from a variety of disciplines can be helpful in obtaining an objective

analysis of the problem situation. As the discussion proceeds, new insights

may shift the focus of concern or may reveal that the apparent problem is

only a superticial m6nifestation of a more basic problem Therefore, adequate

time and effort should be allotted for Lull discussion of the problem situa-

tion. On the other hand, proceeding though this stage without adequate

discussion can lead to a plan based on a superficial problem or to time-

consuming revisions in the plan when the basic problem becomes clear in

later stages.

The inCt;:at atatement °6 the p4oHem piny uAdelj, se,eat

but once agReereat ia Reached cn the ba4kc pRobeem tu be .6tuied, the oyiame-

woAk 61.-4 the puject has been eztobt4.4hed. Discussion of the problem should

have clarified its importance and significance, as well as the need for its

study.
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The statement of the problem is usually stme.Lit ,,,rerai Hence, there

should be discussion and then decisions made un tfi 0e and limitations

of the study. These decisions w et tHe st, u , Se...it'd- of ,t;le,ant

literature. It r iy be desiraOle to exol,- e r,Le c tr' r_tiLal positions

related to the problem in addition t) exar.lnin c stJdies ohich tocus on

the same or s milar problem -

have bee,: wised by .t.hen kritteZe6 .the

aitd, p.6)ey, ce-'t ta,cn p.tiblek,s. In so e loses. it ray prove desir-

able to replicate a previous study; in most cases, , a new or dif-

ferent approach will be sought

FILM .the ,tatee,1.1" o6 plcbm :kp.id the 't.e..-Lo.)

.he katioia.ee 6Ji the pkoject e.m i be (1:,,,a.e4d The i ationale May tie

thought of as the next link in the chain of reas:Aing which leads lo gically

from the problem to a proposed solution and procedures tor t.'isting it The

rationale may be briefly stated, or it may be lengthy and highly. theoretical

Coster (1966, p.5) noted differences in the rationale acc.ordiny to the type

of study:

in more basic studies, the rationale consists of the theuret:cei
statement that the initiator wishes to test In applied research,

the rationale consists of an uperational statement or the proposal
In experimental, developmental, and pilot programs, the rationale
consists of a descriptive statement 0! the innovation The

lattcnaa es,seat.tatry 42, a the Lha(,i :3

whcch the 4..htt-tat blAAge4 the gap betii:eakl kha

and the ,bjectiv1,5 the p,.tcp..4a W11(.01 vie (hcepti,e,l,

ha..s{,s o6 the plcbtem

The lat(cnae tead,5 tc.gtcatty the ,bject.t,e,b ci6 tee

The objectives may be elaborated as questions to which answers r.rlt be sought,

as ideas to be tested, or as procedures which will lead to a product.

The object ves evolve naturally from the planning team's ettorts to

clarify the problem, to develop a statement of the problem, to assimilate

a body of information on relevant theoretical positions and research, and
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to establish the scope and limitations of the project, The ztateTetzz

objPcti%;ez hcad adequatay 42.6ioc.t d.ch.ectim 06 the

pAoject, 6hcaid xhat vc,,e.t. be apf,,I.Lratz, ,sh(kta

pAovide a basi-s 60k uatuat, 06 the p4Dject

Designing the Project

In designing the project, the planning team most seek answers to

such questions as the following:

How shall we attack the problem?

Is there a previous effort which appears worthy of further
study? If so, should it be replicated or modified?

What new approaches appear feasible for studying the problem?

- What procedures would be required for each possible approach
which is being consider.d? How much time would each require?

appk0ach .seema moot p)100ide reartx:A3ui .016m-
mation ketevoAt to the pubiam?

- What resources would be needed? Which of these would be
readily available? Would unavailable resources be needed?

Obviously, the decisions made on these questions preoede any detailed

planning of the procedures of the project Once the decision has be made

on the approach to be used, then numerous decisions mist follow regarding

the details of the plan of procedures for fulfilling the objectives of the

project.

In a training project or a developmentai project, the design may con-

sist of a generally innovatis,e approach with Full development of a detailed

plan as ore of the project objectives. In research, however, tne design

consists of precisE plans by which a sample would be selected, variables

controlled or manipulated, and hypotheses tested.

Essentially, then, the de4C94 c6 a pia, actc..A--what is

to be done, who will participate, what resources will be used, when the
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activities will begin and end, what effects will be measured, and how the

project will be evaluated. Thorough evaluation procedures are in actu-

ality part of the design; this stage of planning is of such importance,

'nowever, that it calls for separate discussion.

Planning for Evaluation

Planning for evaluation procedures requires discussion of various

ways to measure the effectiveness of the procedures planned in the pre-

ceding stage for dealing with the problem identified in the initial stage.

Essentially, the following questions must be considered:

- How zhetEX we deteAmine the eqectiveneh4 o6 the pAccedmez?

- What reasurement tools are available which would help determine
whether the objectives have been fulfilled and to what degree?

- Mat measurement tools will need to be developed?

- What standards should be established for judging the changes
which occur?

- How w4:te, tae AusuU5 be J-Lepo,Tted? ()that Luse be made c6 the
P.51.4.itz?

Toe evaluation procedures for a project often prove somewhat diffi-

cult to work out. Yet, this phase of the project is crucial to a reliable

judgment on the effectiveness of the approaches used to study the problem,

P&A,5 evcauaticr roort include pAccu,fuiteA 6oh, coaecting .6160,1maton cold

identqi,aation of the uituLia which, when appeied to the 4:nkAolaz,o,

wtovide a mea,suAe o6 e66ectivene44.

If the project is concerned with a product, such as a curriculum plan,

then stated criteria can be applied to evaluating such a product. In a

research project, however, evaluation will consist of statistical procedures

for analyzing the information collected.
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Planning Administrative Details

Ideally, a project should be planned and then resources found to carry

it out, Therefore, this discussion has focused on the problem and how to

deal with it.. Administrative aspects cannot be ignored, however. Hence,

the following suggestions are offered for dealino with administrative

problems necessary for implementation of the project.

Resources for the project include personnel, physical facilities, and

equipment and supplies needed for implementation, evaluation, and reporting

of results. Personnel with the competencies needed for carrying out all

procedures within the project should be identified partly to insure avail-

ability and partly to determine the salary level which must be establishea.

The 4e...6pomaititie4 o6 each pakticApaiit )5houtd be ,ut.ey d,(aed (told the

amowit oti time each wick devote to the pl_c:ject zhoutd be speci6ied. Past

experience of each participant should lie documented in sufficient detail

to reflect competence to perform the assigned responsibilities and to

justify the salary level being requested.

Physical facilities, equipment, and supplies should be specified in

sufficient detail to guide the selection of a site for the project and to

determine costs involved. Ft may be desirable to develop a full list of

equipr.ent and supplies, and then denote which items are already available

and which must 5e acquired. The funding agency may or may not accept ex-

pendable supplies in the budget; therefore, project planners should be

aware of whether or ;:ot such supplies must be obtained from other sources.

Also, it may or may not be permissable to prorate costs for space and

equipment which the applicant agency plays to allocate the project The

puvided by the 6unth;:g agency aLad be .speck.",,tc the6e

po4ntz. F. agencies specify a percentage input frr the applicant and

accept prorated allocations in that percentage



The planning team will find it helpful to include someone from the

administrative staff at this stage of planning, PuLukement o.6 pellAnnet

and mateAta,e4 and the deoetopment q a budget Aequt,te zpecatczed hkxi.65

which ake datinctty dienent ptcw the ,5hx.e.ts needed deaigni4g the

object pelt ae.

Plans for personnel should include some or all of th2 following:

- The project director

- Clerical assistants

Research assistants

- Interviewers

- Personnel to implerent the program of activities

- Consultants

Plans for physical resources should include office space, site for

any program of activities and/or for staff conferences, equipment (office,

instructional, special), and supplies (for project activities, correspon-

dence, and preparation of the final report),

Planning should also include consideration of such costs as travel,

sObsistence allowances, contractual services, stati,.tical services, and

fixed charges for all personnel on salary.

DEVELOPING THE PROJECT PROPOSAL

Mite rftatiatng ahoutd be a -team ebio4t, the actuat totittng u6 the

pltopo5at document 4.e beat accmpti.ahed by &iie nn two peitaow.,. The

finished document, however, should represent accurately the combined

thinking of all participants in the planning phase. Usually, it is

advantageous for several members of the planning team to review the first

draft and contribute suggestions prior to submission of the final draft

to the funding agency.

13
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The format of a proposal varies somewhat according to the requirements

of the funding ayency Some agencies provide very specific instructions,

while ethers offer orly general guidelines. The pupo,saZ wIttert should be

.thoroughly 6amit.(:aA with the inz.tAuction4 provided by the agency to wkich

the ptopo6at to be zubmitted and showed adhene caae6utty to eveay ae-

quinement.

Aithough the exact ohganizaticn 126 the aaahative 4ect.Coa of the pao-

posat document wilt be detehmined by agency guidainv, the content wat

couatey con.si6t o6 -the tiatowing etementz:

1, The statement o6 the phobtem

2. Review o6 Zi,teaatuhe

3. The hat(:_okate

4. Obfective4

5. De4iga for Paoceduke), inc&ding ptam evatuation

6. Resounces

1. Budget

8. Rean,: icoh, di44emination

App! ea

10. Abstaact

Decisions made during the planoing pha6e provide the rain elements of

each section, with adequate detail to give the reader a clear view of the

problem and how it is to be approached. Each phoposat waiteh must decide

what pointz -to errphahize, which sections to puma Evtiegy, and which

sectionA to present in detail. Coster (1966, pp. 11-12) offered some

positive suggestions and some points to avoid in preparing a proposal,

which are included in the Appendix. The suggestions on the following pages

are intended to assist the proposal writer in deciding appropriate detail

for each section,
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Statement of the Problem

The general statement of the problem is presented very early in the

proposal, followed by supporting statements on the importance of the problem,

its significance in occupational education, the need for a study or project,

and who will be served by the findings. These supporting statements may es-

tablish the scope and limitations of the project; i.e., the manageable as-

pect of the general problem. Essentially, .this zection pauent6 the view

o4 the wtitea Ion project team) on the pac62em and it4 aelevance to occu-

pationat education, with pao4e4zionak opinion and tegiztative mandate a6

supporting documentation when appitopitiate.

Review of Literature

The review of literature may be included as a separate section or may

be used for documentary statements woven into other sections. Hhether

stated separately or interwoven with the problem statement or rationale,

the project team's familiarity with previous wor!, in the area of the

problem under study should be reflected in the proposal.

The pkoposat documeni presents enough o4 an oveAview o6 what other

wokkets have itepokted on thein. studies o6 the pubtell to document the

need 604 liuAthelt otody oti the pnob.tem. If the problem is relevant to one or

more theories, these should be summarized with, possibly, a brief state-

ment about any opposing theoretical positions of importance. Pesearch

studies should be presented briefly, emphasizing that aspect of each study

which is informative about the problem or supportive for the proposed

project.

Rationale

The rationale presents the line of reasoning deve'oped as the planning

team proceeded from identification of the problem to a decision on the direction

1
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of the project and the procedures to be follot!ed for its implementation.

This line of reasoninn should present the research and theoretical bads for

the framework of the project. It is particularly important that a

developmental project or an exemplary program reflect findings. Essentially,

the /tatignate ahgaes OA the idea on. design summted -in the tviopo.sa; it

may also show the basis for rejection or other possible approaches.

Objectives

The objectives of the project should show specifically what is to

be accomplished or investigated. They should also indicate whether the

study is to be an experiment, a survey, a study of relationships, an ex-

ploratory development of a program, the implementation of a pilot or

demonstration center, or the development of instructional materials or a

curriculum design. Although this list is not exhaustive, it is provided

to illustrate that thL!. objectives should devdy ugect what ih ,to be done.

The wording of the objectives will vary according to the type of

project; e.g., questions for which answers will be sought, the product

to result from certain procedures or processes, or predictions (hypotheses)

about what would occur under certain circumstances. regardless of the

form selected, the objectives should indicate the direction of the project,

that approaches to be used, and the basis for evaluation of the project.

What A6 to be accoffptished rust be expticit; (tow Lt a to be accorvZished

and the stanclaAd Son judging the degAee os success riay be titho.A trpUcit

OA expticit. It is currently fashionable to imply how a judament can be

made about whether to objectiv) has been fulfilled by statinn "behavioral

objectives" or "performance criteria."

If the study is an experiment or an attempt to establish relationships

between varie.les, the hypothesis should be included in this section as a
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subheading.

Procedure

The procedure section shows the desipn of the project. Lt dezutibez

what wit-C be done, how it wit, be done, what ,:e6ounceis wiL(' he used, the

context within which -thus. activitiu witt he ca/tAied oat, cold the duration

cq the activitiu. For trainirg projects and developmental or pilot proj-

ects, the emphasis would be on content (activities or procedures) and util-

ization of resources. Although these types of projects are not as amenable

to detailed descriptions as other types, the project team does have the

responsibility to specify what will be done, how many persons will be in-

volved, and in what manner professional personnel, facilities, and equip-

ment will be utilized. In addition Soo. exptokatoky and exvp-emy pkojecta,

it must be 4peci6icatiy Shown how the tmoject wilt be evactatL. The

evaluation section is of utmost importance in determining whether such a

project will be renewed or possibly moved into a pilot operation.

For a research project* (e.g., experiments, relationship studies,

surveys) this section should include detailed descriptions of (1) the

variables, defined in operational terms; (2) the sample or population;

(3) the design; (4) the instruments to be used in data collection; (5)

the method for data collection; and (6) a plan for data analysis. It may

be desirable to show the work breakdown and time sequence of the project

by a modified PERT** approach.

*See List of References for additional sources of assistance in
developing a research praposal.

**Program Evaluation Review Technique

1 -1
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TU./3 section 4(zeutci enable the neviewen to evaluate adequacy o!,

cCrulaiitg. It should not be so detailed that flexibility is sacrificed, in

that minor modifications in procedure often become necessary or desirable

during the implementation phase of the project.

In deAc.)1.,i_bivtg pnalect de,sign, the pitopozat cchiteit should errpha-s-ize

the innovat.i..ve o.t exerrpiany ilatcvie o6 the pan o4 ac,,(..`'vitiez and zhoutd zho.'

why and how .the /tezu-et6 collect have irp.U.cat..ilolvs otheh. contexts and/o4

60n educati.onat technotoay. Thae tikno chcotacten.i)stica irw.o va-t(op. and

g eheiza,y one cor,5icivEed by marty 4 evieAem to be nece)s.sah.ti itegttuterneats

6ok 4ttnci-i_ng a p/toject.

The plan for evaluation should be described in this section also,

unless agency guidelines indicate a separate section. The plan for eval-

uation in a research study vould be the statistical procedures to be used in

analyzing the data and the level of significance viewed as necessary for

a test of the predictions made. Fon non)tez eanch pncjecta, it ia kle.cus (my

to .speci6y the citi:tetr.ia by (,,11-eh the e66ectivene,3.3 o6 the phOle.Gt will Le

mem wted and the toc.C. rtlrich :+:,(1-te be coed 6or treasu,kerr,,Att. Cheneveit

measurement too.C)s anouCcf be. 4eiected cth di pAovide to/z.

D'hen quatitative ctieh.encez rurt be. ccr.s,..dehed, then the citi tuticz 45 1: cued be

-stated in teArks which 6aci..ttita:e. obiect-i.vi.ty by the evactatom. For projects

of a tralnina or developmental type, the plan for evaluation may include on-

going procedures in addition to final measures of effectiveness. The plan

bon evatuaticn .honed he ketat,&ety -speci4ic about how, tohen, and by whop-

evafuation pnocethote4 0:i et be cfutiUed out.

It 411ccitd be kept in mind .'hot chitekia ate de....ver'. ptorn objectA.ve.s.

t. single objective may contribute only one criterion or it may contribute an

entire list, depending upon how aeneral or how specific its wording is.

18
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Some objectives may be explicit about the standard by which the degreo of

fulfillment can be measured; others may simply imply what the standard will

be.

Resources

The AuSoukceb Son the pkoject cute ducnibeci undek the headings oS

1 pertzonnet, (2) 6aciiitieA, and 01 equipment and aupptiez. The ouali-

fications of pers3nnel should be described in sufficient detail to indicate

competence for the type of participation proposed for each. Supportino de-

tail on qualifications may be quite brief for a small project; for a large

or complex project, however, it is generally desirable to provide greater

detail on the educational and experimental background of each key person

on the project staff. It is often desirable to utilize consultants of

recoanized competence for the planning stacie and to include in the proposal

specific plans for further utilization of consultants durino implementation

and evaluation phases. If the names of consultants are included in the

proposal, written consent should be secured as well as a statement of will-

ingness and availability for such participation.

The site for the project should be specified. If a location must be

obtained, then criteria for its selection (particularly amount of space

required) should be developed and realistic estimates of overhead costs

should be made for inclusion in the budget,

Equipment and supply lists should be sufficiently comprehensive to

allow freedom in implementation of the project, yet should not reflect

carelessness or irresponsibility in planning.

Budoet

The budoet is usually shown on space provided in the application

form. An additional sheet for justification of some items may be desirable,
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especially if large amounts are being requested. It t4 cormonty 7Lecogntze

that the budget .is, at test, an utcmate o6 costs; then0o_e, p,Tnutsion is

usuatXy made jOk adju,stPients dun.ulg the iJIptementaton phase.

Plans for 2issemination

The plans for dissemination of the results of the project should be

described briefly. A final report to the funding aoency (and made available

to interested persons) is a minimal expectation. Some funding agencies re-

quire prooress reports at intervals; some expect any product of the project

to become the property of the funding agency, 011ie others view such products

as within the public domain. The p,toject team .shoutd unc'etztawi the copy-

/Light poticiez the agency to Aem oppticaton is be.ing submitted. The

plans for dissemination way be minimal or may be so broad as to include pub-

lication in professional journals or the use of mass media. It shoutd be

kept in mind that dtssemination and /oh. pubi,icity vie not tAmited to neponts

o6 "succesqur pujects. It is just as important to share information on

approaches which are not viewed as completely satisfactory as it is to re-

port results viewed as fully satisfactory.

Application Form

The form for making application for funding of a project is supplied

by each funding agency; some are relatively simple while others are quite

detailed. Each section should be carefully studied and the appropriate in-

formation supplied. Theu a a tendency trop appt.4:cants to m-Gmead such ,c ems

cut,/ uppty the KA 4.qofirkttion. TheAqo.te, a sect c' appea,c4 affbigucus,

ceg.aiti6ication 6Aom appuptiate pe,lso,Ls shoaid be obta.tged pltol to corp; ting

the ,cc..pi.

2)
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Abstract

After the narrative portion of the proposal has been written and the

application form completed, an abstract should be prepared. The purpose

the ab.stAact ib to zummanize the peAtineat in6oAoatiun oh the pkope6al. It

should be limited to one or two pages and should consist of the following:

. Title of the project

. Project director and amount of time director will allocate to
the project

. Dates project will start and end

. A brief statement of the problepr, and its relevance to occupational
education

. Objectives of the project

. A brief statement of the proposed procedures

. A brief statement of the contributions the project is expected to
make to occupational education

. Plans for utilization of findings

The abstract serves as the front sheet for the proposal document.

The impoAtance (J.', the abatAact cannot be oveutated .6t that it int.todums

each heoiewek to -4-'te ptopo4at. It cait have the Wect o< mousing inutat

coL uteatiile doubt the quality the pAorwat.

Summary

The project pAc;.o6a.i. a ez4ent.i.atey in thkee pact!: 111 the naA,Lative

section which hoe been dunibed; (21 the appticat.icn Aich cuttA Ee

anJ (3) the cb.stAact.
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APPENDIX

. Some positive suggestions for the preparation of proposals

. Some points to avoid in preparing proposals

2J



SOE POINTS TO AVOID IN PPEPAPIn PROPOSALS*

1. Don't write in terms of generalities. Avoid such phrases as Tuch has
been written", It is a well-known fact', and This is a new and unique
idea."

2. Don't start the proposal by the tearing down process. All that has
happened in the past is not wrong or inadequate. Build on the good, the
sound, the known. Show deficiencies or weaknesses whi . are of interpst
in the proposal, but use those elements as appropriate points of departure
for the study.

3. Don't try to include everything 1n one proposal. Delimit and select
the important elements which represent the grei.test concern.

4. Don't delimit the generality of the project The locale of the study
should be some that incidental. The selection of the schools, if not se-
lected randomly, should be made on the basis of representiveness tc a
number comparable schools throughout the state or nation in which the
innovation might Kaye possibilities.

5. Don't assume knowledge of the problem on the part of the reader or
proposal reviewer.

5. Don't build a project around a single instrument or even a nroup of
ins ruments.

7. Don't use the "4(c) funds" (Vocational Education Act of 1963--PL 88-210)
to support instructional program that should be carried out as part of the
ongoing occupational education program. Do apply for support to innovate,
develop, evan:ate, 6no demonstrate

8. Omit expect a small idea Lc carry a large bAget in a developmental,
pilot, or experimental program.

9. Don't fail to budget for specialized personnel, it needed

10. Don't extend the duration of a project for an unnecessarily long period.

11. Don't be hasty. It is better to miss the deadline than to have a pro-
posal cl.kapproved.

12. Don't ignore the instructions of the funding agency, such as the U.S.
Office of Education as in its Condition and Procedures, 0E-4262.

*Coster, 1966, pp. 12-13
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SOME POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF PROPOSALS*

1. Start with a sianificant problem or innovation, and build c looical
and coherent chain of reasonina and experiences fnr the statement and
elaboration of the problem through the objectives, procedures, and eval-
uation. State exactly what is to be done in a straightforward manner.

2. Delimit the problem to a manageable pert of the area with which the
problem is concerned, but demonstrate Generality.

3. Show the experiences from which the problem evolved, present an:
analyze relevant studies, and state the rationale or model which is to
serve as the basis of the study.

4. State the objectives succinctly.

5. Detail the procedures to denote clarity at each step.

6. Show that the treatment to be used, the training proaram to be offered,
or the i.;.ovation are significant, appropriate, and operationally feasible.

7. Use an appropriate design wnich will permit the testing of hypotheses
and the control cf extraneous variables, with adequate attention to popJ-
lations and samples.

8. War!. out a complete plan of evaluation and measurements. Show how in-
struments are to be constructed, if new instrurrents are needed.

9. Integrate objectives, hypotheses, procedures, and evaluation.

10. Show adequacy of personnel. Use consultants where needed. Specify
names of personnel, and avoid laroe scale lis.ng of qualified specialists
who have not been contacted to serve as consultants on the protect. List

completed studies and publications of key personnel.

11. Price the project judiciously.

i2. Sho how results are to be disseminated.

* Coster, 1966, pp. 11-1?


